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Abstract
Serverless computing with cloud functions is quickly
gaining adoption, but constrains programmers with its
limited support for state management. We introduce a
shared file system for cloud functions. It offers familiar
POSIX semantics while taking advantage of distinctive
aspects of cloud functions to achieve scalability and per-
formance beyond what traditional shared file systems can
offer. We take advantage of the function-grained fault tol-
erance model of cloud functions to proceed optimistically
using local state, safe in the knowledge that we can restart
if cache reads or lock activity cannot be reconciled upon
commit. The boundaries of cloud functions provide im-
plicit commit and rollback points, giving us the flexibility
to use transaction processing techniques without changing
the programming model or API. This allows a variety of
stateful sever-based applications to benefit from the sim-
plicity and scalability of serverless computing, often with
little or no modification.
1 Introduction
In some ways programming the cloud has never been
easier—serverless computing puts the power of thousands
of computers at developers’ fingertips [43, 30]. Autoscal-
ing and pay-per-use mean that developers using Function
as a Service (FaaS) platforms experience an illusion of in-
finite scale, and need not worry about allocating or admin-
istering the underlying resources [22, 44]. Still, serverless
computing remains a new field, and users quickly run into
limitations and difficulties [38], especially when it comes
to managing application state.
Perhaps the most familiar and time-tested solution to
state management is the POSIX file system API. This led
us to wonder about offering a POSIX filesystem API to
serverless functions. Our hypothesis was that the design
patterns of cloud functions could offer opportunities for
file system performance that could match or even exceed
existing POSIX implementations for stateful VMs in the
cloud. In this paper we explore this design space. Our
Function as a Service File System (FaaSFS) implementa-
tion allows programmers to use familiar system interfaces,
as well as existing software and libraries, while obtaining
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Figure 1: Serverless applications often use stateless cloud
functions together with stateful services such as object
storage or key-value storage. FaaSFS provides a shared
file system for cloud functions. It provides a familiar
POSIX API, and through caching and transactional isola-
tion achieves performance near that of a local file system.
the scalability benefits of serverless computing and per-
formance that is competitive with “serverful” NFS filesys-
tems offered for cloud VMs.
When using FaaS, also known as cloud functions, for
serverless computing, programmers upload their applica-
tions as fragments of code written in high-level program-
ming languages. They then specify when these bits of
code should run, e.g., in response to web requests or to
events published on queues. Cloud functions are state-
less in the sense that once a function finishes executing,
the cloud provider can purge its execution environment,
including the content of its local disk, and reassign re-
sources to another customer.
Figure 1 illustrates a common solution to state manage-
ment in serverless computing, which is to use a stateless
FaaS tier with one of a range of stateful storage services.
Each cloud provider has different offerings,1 which forces
programmers to conform to provider-specific APIs. This
limits portability, and makes it particularly difficult to use
serverless computing with existing code.
A shared POSIX file system API for the serverless
cloud setting is easy to ask for, but can it be made to
1Examples include S3 and DynamoDB on AWS, Storage and Cos-
mosDB on Azure, and Cloud Object Storage and Datastore on Google
Cloud.
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work? Cloud functions are subject to all the vagaries of
cloud execution [27], including resource contention and
failures. These challenges are exacerbated by a high de-
gree of elasticity, which can raise parallelism from zero to
thousands of concurrent executions in seconds [43]. One
naturally concludes that the serverless environment is not
conducive to implementing POSIX, which promises lin-
earizability and has a chatty API that is vulnerable to la-
tency.
FaaSFS processes POSIX calls optimistically, using lo-
cally cached state and wrapping cloud function file system
interactions in a transaction mechanism to recover con-
sistency when conflicts ensue. This approach is practical
because programmers are accustomed to cutting up their
applications into independent pieces when building cloud
functions. This style of programming is driven by two
distinctive properties of the cloud functions environment:
• Limited execution time. Cloud functions typically do
one thing and then return, a property enforced by a
configurable execution time limit (ranging from sec-
onds to minutes). FaaSFS can thus form transactions
transparently by starting and ending them at function
boundaries; the programming model stays the same.
• Function-grained fault tolerance. Cloud functions
are routinely re-executed by the FaaS platform, and
their programmer contract generally requires devel-
opers to write idempotent code. FaaSFS also re-
quires programmers to write retry-safe code, but pro-
vides them with a transaction mechanism that makes
it simpler to do so correctly.
Working with existing FaaS platforms is challenging
because the environment is restricted in many ways, but
we were are able to work around these problems. Map-
ping POSIX into a transactional database context requires
some care because the memory consistency guarantees
that describe file systems do not correspond directly to
the transaction isolation levels provided by databases. Our
implementation also needed to surmount several algorith-
mic challenges in order to achieve good performance: al-
lowing high concurrency when the file length changes
requires special treatment, and we utilize a fine-grained
cache update mechanism (both described in Section 4.2).
Our aim in this work is to demonstrate proof of design
feasibility. We focus on showing the performance nec-
essary to run existing software, on integrating with the
cloud functions environment, and on developing the pro-
tocols and mechanisms for ensuring transactional consis-
tency and cache consistency. None of these evaluations
are exhaustive, and we leave construction of a fault tol-
erant and scalable back end to future work. We believe,
however, that the work presented here makes a good case
for our approach and represents a full implementation of
the salient serverless-specific aspects of our design.
Our evaluation demonstrates the value of POSIX com-
pliance by running both real-world applications and syn-
thetic benchmarks including Filebench and TPC-C. By
running a popular blog software, we also show how we
can support an unmodified real world application. Set-
ting up this software with FaaSFS is much like running it
in a local development environment, and involves none
of the configuration necessary for a scalable and fault-
tolerant server-based deployment. For workloads that
benefit from optimistic execution, FaaSFS can outperform
traditional shared file systems accessed from statically
allocated (serverful) VMs. For all workloads, FaaSFS
provides a bridge between a world of existing software
and programming practice and the autoscaling and zero-
configuration world of serverless cloud computing.
2 Motivation
2.1 Use cases
Scalable image processing is the canonical example use
case for serverless [18], and it illustrates the awkward-
ness of working with state. While there are countless im-
age processing tools that operate directly on files, these do
not speak the various provider-specific APIs of cloud stor-
age. Using them in a serverless function involves rewrit-
ing them to first stage objects in local temporary storage,
to then run the tools, and to then write outputs back to
cloud storage, a process that introduces complexity.
Cloud functions also seem like a natural fit for web and
API serving, but using them is not as simple as it might
be because of state management. FaaS offers an autoscal-
ing model well matched to these use cases, and makes
it simple to run web application code, which is typically
stateless. However, even a simple web site such as a blog
running on a single server will often use both a database
and a local file system. Meeting these state needs with
cloud services is possible (see Figure 1), however it re-
quires programmers to use cloud-provider-specific APIs
and may add complex configuration. We return to this ex-
ample in our evaluation of Section 5.4.
PyWren [43] highlighted the benefit of cloud functions
in making cloud computing accessible to a broad range
of scientific computing users. However, PyWren requires
a customized distribution of Python designed for pre-
loading into cloud functions. This distribution is crafted to
be sufficiently inclusive to be practically useful, while re-
maining small enough to fit into the limited storage space
available on the cloud function. The needs of this use case
can be met more naturally with a shared file system.
2.2 Limitations of shared file systems
In the cloud there are many storage systems that are super-
ficially similar to a file system, but which for good reason
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do not provide a POSIX API. POSIX makes a linearizabil-
ity guarantee, which is attainable within a single server,
but is costly in a distributed and fault-tolerant setting. To
take an early example, the designers of the Google File
System [32, 51] chose weaker consistency guarantees, in
favor of achieving greater robustness to server failures,
in part because their workloads simply did not require
stronger guarantees. Object stores might look like file
systems for the cloud, but typically store only immutable
items. Some, such as AWS S3 also provide only even-
tual consistency for many metadata operations. Key-value
stores allow programmers to select from a range of consis-
tency guarantees (e.g., as in Dynamo [28] and AWS Dy-
namoDB [3]). They map names to bytes, as file systems
do, however their APIs are more restrictive than POSIX,
requiring key-level replacement for modification, rather
than supporting updates or appends.
There are numerous shared file systems and protocols
that promise POSIX compliance, or something close to it.
These include NFS [61, 37], SMB [13], Lustre [65], and
GPFS [63]. These can work quite well in settings such
a high-performance computing, where file transfer units
are large and concurrent access is coarse-grained and con-
trolled by a job framework. They are more challenged in
environments where concurrent access is common, e.g.,
as documented for NFS [46]. What all of these shared
file systems have in common is that a client must either
hold exclusive access to shared state (which could be a
file, a directory, or a file range), or must wait on the net-
work to perform operations on shared state maintained at
the server. The established approach to this is leases [34],
but it is vulnerable to client failure or slowness, and is
inconsistent with the common assumptions for cloud in-
frastructure [27], which assume that failures and delays
can be common.
3 Requirements for FaaSFS
In designing FaaSFS we needed to simultaneously meet
requirements for performance, POSIX conformance, and
cloud function integration. We touch upon each in turn.
3.1 Performance requirements
A key motivation for providing a file system API is com-
patibility with existing software ecosystems. In practice
this means matching not only the API semantics, but also
the performance characteristics. Ideally, FaaSFS should
deliver a service that works like a local disk, but in a dis-
tributed cloud setting.
The POSIX file system API is a chatty one, which
makes this goal challenging and elusive. Many applica-
tions still perform a positioned read by first performing a
seek and then a read, even though the newer pread
has now been available for over 20 years. Some applica-
tions open and close files repeatedly, something that
programmers see as relatively cheap but which every time
induces access control checks along the entire path to root.
In common implementations, the cp command issues a
sequence of writes with block size of 64 KB or less. Com-
pare that to the minium part size for multi-part uploads to
AWS S3 object storage, which is 5 MB.
Even on a single server, kernel caching of data and
metadata is essential to achieving acceptable file system
performance. In a shared file system setting caching is
equally important, but becomes more difficult to achieve
since clients are distributed.
Given these challenges, a key innovation in FaaSFS
is the use optimistic execution to achieve greater perfor-
mance than traditional shared file systems attain. We at-
tribute the advantages of FaaSFS to four benefits of its
mechanisms:
• Optimistic lock elision—lock requests always suc-
ceed locally and speculatively, rather than traversing
the network as in other shared file systems. Our com-
mit validation phase ensures strict serializable trans-
action isolation [39], which ensures that lock seman-
tics are respected (see Section 3.2).
• Optimistic use of cached state—we serve read re-
quests from local cache, speculatively assuming that
this state will still be valid at commit time.
• Snapshot reads—we support multiversioned state,
which allows readers to make progress irrespective
of write activity. Our implementation achieves this
through a pull-based cache update mechanism and
with a multiversioned back end.
• Fine-grained cache updates—we update or invalidate
client caches at a block level, whereas other sys-
tems operate at a file level. Our cache update mech-
anism takes advantage of a transactional backend,
which retains the information necessary for block-
level change tracking in the transaction log.
See Section 4.2 for additional discussion of these mech-
anisms. Among the advantages listed above, optimistic
lock elision and optimistic use of cache state require
speculative execution capabilities. Snapshot reads could
be provided in a blocking transactional implementation,
however the optimistic mechanism helps because there is
no need to enter a snapshot mode explicitly; we can opti-
mistically assume the transaction will be read-only. Fine-
grained cache updates are easy to provide once the change
tracking needed for snapshots is in place, and could be in-
corporated into traditional shared file systems.
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3.2 Reconciling POSIX with transactions
Perhaps counterintuitively, our decision to use transac-
tions in FaaSFS is motivated by performance. The peren-
nial challenge for shared file systems is overcoming net-
work latency when enforcing locks and obtaining up-
to-date file system state. The use of optimistic trans-
actions to transparently remove locks in programs has
been established in the hardware context [60]. We draw
upon this approach, in addition to well established opti-
mistic techniques for providing serializable isolation in
databases [20]. Transactions are often used to simplify
crash recovery or concurrent programming, but in FaaSFS
these benefits are ancillary to their motivating purpose,
which is to provide a mechanism for optimistic execution.
Databases traditionally offer one or more transactional
guarantees [15], whereas the behavior of file systems is
dictated by the POSIX specification [45]. We address how
the two can be reconciled after first reviewing each.
POSIX [45] uses informal language in describing its
guarantees, saying “Writes can be serialized with respect
to other reads and writes” and “If a read() of file data can
be proven (by any means) to occur after a write() of the
data, it must reflect that write()...A similar requirement
applies to multiple write operations to the same file po-
sition.” In more formal language we can understand this
as requiring both atomicity and linearizability. Atomicity
ensures that POSIX operations are indivisible units, each
of which must be seen to have happened in its entirety or
not have happened at all. This means, for example, that
a read must never observe just part of a write. Simi-
larly, an object subject to a rename always appears with
either the old name or the new one; it may not disappear
or appear under both names, even transiently. Lineariz-
ability is the consistency property requiring that all oper-
ations on the file system reflect a single global total order,
and that this order corresponds to real-time, as observed
at each client using wall clocks [39]; each operation must
slot into the total order at a point between its observed
start time and its observed completion time.
Transactions form envelopes around multiple opera-
tions and provide guarantees relating to these groups
rather than to operations individually. Transactional guar-
antees are commonly described by one of several isolation
levels, which originally described locking schemes but
now have mechanism-agnostic definitions [15, 25]. Alter-
natives to locking in databases include optimistic concur-
rency control [48], multiversioning [20] and deterministic
databases [73]. At lower isolation levels such as read
committed or repeatable read a transaction may
experience some effects of concurrent execution, whereas
with serializable isolation, each transaction always sees
the database as if it were the only transaction executing.
How does serializable isolation compare to lineariz-
ability? Database isolation guarantees alone make no
promises about real-time behavior, as measured by ob-
servers comparing clocks, or even just running transac-
tions one-by-one. For example, a database retains the se-
rializable guarantee for a read-only transaction even when
evaluating it against a snapshot of its state at an arbitrary
point in its past. Preventing such behavior calls for real-
time correspondence, which for databases is known as ex-
ternal consistency [24, 33]. Serializable isolation with
external consistency is also known as strict serializabil-
ity.
When a transaction consists of a single operation, strict
serializability is equivalent to linearizability [39], how-
ever this equivalence is not true in general. In this paper,
we demonstrate that transactions with strict serializability
offer good semantics and performance in many use cases.
But there are some tradeoffs due to the strong semantics.
To understand the limitations of wrapping cloud func-
tions in serializable transactions, consider the fact that
such functions are not able to communicate with one an-
other through the file system since their updates are iso-
lated from each other. This precludes functionality that
might be desirable, e.g., enabling pipelined processing of
a file while it is still being written. We defer exploration
of other isolation models in FaaSFS to future work.
In sum, running cloud functions in a transactional
wrapper and with strict serializability does not correspond
directly to running them with shared access to a lineariz-
able POSIX file system. However, it is equivalent to run-
ning them one at a time, in sequence. Cloud function
applications get the semantics they expect from POSIX,
provided they do not rely upon interactions with others
running concurrently.
3.3 Cloud function environment
The design of FaaSFS is heavily influenced by the charac-
teristics of the cloud functions environment, which differs
in several important ways from a traditional server. This
includes some limitations which are quite fundamental,
as well as others that we accept only because we are not
in a position to change the provider’s infrastructure. Key
characteristics of the environment include:
• No root privileges. Lambda offers a controlled en-
vironment, and operations like mounting an NFS
share are prohibited. We are also unable to mount
FUSE user space file systems [4] or load kernel mod-
ules. Thus we implement FaaSFS as a user space file
server.
• Function instances freeze between invocations.
Lambda instances only run when they are process-
ing a request invoked through the API. In the frozen
state no processing occurs, even if data arrives on
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the network or if a timer is scheduled to raise a sig-
nal. Function instances retain FaaSFS cache state
while frozen, but there is no way to update that state
until the instance begins processing a new request.
Also, we cannot safely maintain delegations [40] or
leases [34] across successive invocations because we
may be unable to revoke them on demand.
• No inbound network connections. Cloud functions
live behind a NAT layer that prohibits inbound net-
work connections. While some workarounds have
been demonstrated [30, 76], direct communication
between functions is not part of the programming
model. Functions using FaaSFS must communicate
through a shared back end instead.
• No names for function instances. While Lambda
may create many instances of a cloud function (as
dictated by load), there is no way to route an invoca-
tion to a particular instance. Each invocation could
go to any function instance, which prevents us from
partitioning our cache.
• Limited execution time. See Section 1. Cloud func-
tions typically run for fractions of a second. While
they can run for minutes, we always have a bound on
their execution time. We use limited execution time
to our advantage, creating transactions transparently
and thus relieving programmers of using a separate
transactional API.
• Function-grained fault tolerance. See Section 1.
Cloud functions must be safe to retry, a require-
ment that is usually met by requiring idempotent
code. Prior work on serverless key-value storage
points out that transactional atomicity relaxes this
requirement [68]: atomic visibility of updates en-
sures that all or none of a function’s effects are vis-
ible in storage. Hence the transactions provided by
FaaSFS simplify idempotence for filesystem interac-
tions, though the programmer must still take care to
ensure the safety of side-effects outside of FaaSFS.
Our approach aligns with the final two characteristics,
both of which are tied tightly to the cloud functions pro-
gramming model. Bounded execution is a signature at-
tribute that sets cloud functions apart from serverful ser-
vices. Function-grained fault tolerance with retries is the
simplest way to provide reliability.
We also rely upon the ability to retain cache state in the
cloud function instance memory between repeated func-
tion invocations. Even though this may be viewed as a
defect in the FaaS model [42], a concession on functional
purity and a security threat vector, we believe that this it is
here to stay. For performance reasons, providers typically
reuse function instances for many requests, only shutting
them down and reclaiming them after they have been idle
for minutes, or even hours [77]. Starting up a new cloud
function instance requires transferring over code, starting
up a language runtime, and perhaps executing application-
specific initialization, all before the invoked function can
start executing. This takes time, perhaps less than a sec-
ond but also possible much longer [54]. Some applica-
tions may load external data sets, and JIT language run-
times like JVMs maintain substantial internal state to im-
prove performance. As a consequence, FaaSFS is not
alone in benefiting from cached state, cloud providers and
applications benefit as well.
4 Implementation of FaaSFS
We chose to implement FaaSFS from scratch, rather than
modifying an existing file system or database implemen-
tation, or building on top of one. This choice is impor-
tant to achieving our aims because it allows us to inte-
grate the caching mechanism with the concurrency con-
trol mechanism, which we do by using the transaction log
as a source of updates for intermittently connected cloud
function clients. We break this review of the implemen-
tation into two parts, a discussion of the functionality of
each component, and a discussion of state management
and transactions.
4.1 FaaSFS Components
Figure 2 shows the components of FaaSFS in the context
of an application. In the discussion that follows, we work
our way down the stack from the application. In our work-
loads, all system calls originate in a limited set of shared
libraries: the C standard library, the pthread library, or the
dynamic linker library.
System call intercept: Operating in the AWS Lambda
environment, we have no ability to modify or configure
the kernel. The system calls used by ptrace are also
blocked, so we resort to binary modification via hot patch-
ing to intercept system calls. We do this using the System
Call Intercepting Library [8] provided as part of the Per-
sistent Memory Development Kit [62].
Routing:The FaaSFS Routing Library runs in the ad-
dress space of the application and registers a handler with
the System Call Intercepting Library. This handler gets
invoked ahead of all system calls, and can either let them
pass unchanged or substitute an alternative implementa-
tion. For those calls corresponding to the POSIX file sys-
tem API it performs a routing decision, using arguments
such as the path name or the file descriptor to determine
whether the operation should go to FaaSFS or to the un-
derlying operating system. For paths, we test the prefixes,
e.g., /mnt/tsfs, normalizing them to account for rel-
ative paths. Some delicate bookkeeping is required, and
in the case of forked processes this information must be
carried in environment variables.
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Figure 2: Overview of of FaaSFS. Yellow indicates the
software that we wrote.
Shared memory IPC: The Routing Library and the
Local Server communicate using a shared memory area.
We maintain a set of buffers, configurable in number and
size, to allow for concurrent requests. By default we pro-
vide 10 buffers each 2 MB in size. A client, which may
correspond to either a thread or a process, first checks out
a buffer using atomic operations. It then writes the request
data and marks it as ready for processing by the server.
The server will busy wait, spinning for up to 16 µs before
falling back to wait on a semaphore. The response works
the same way, with the client first spinning in hopes of
receiving a low-latency response, before turning to oper-
ating system support for coordination. We analyze the
efficiency of the IPC mechanism in Section 5.1.
User Space Local Server: The FaaSFS User Space
Local Server runs in a separate process from the applica-
tion, and each instance of a cloud function runs one such
process. The Local Server maintains a cache as well as
a write buffer, and intermediates all network communi-
cation with the FaaSFS Backend Service. Both the Lo-
IPC Server
Write Buffer Block Cache
RPC Manager
RPC Server
Commit 
validator
Block-version-stamped in-
memory file system
Sequencer
Indexed
undo log
Snapshot 
read
Transactional Client
Local 
Server
Backend
Figure 3: Components of the FaaSFS transactional imple-
mentation.
cal serer and the Backend Service are written in Go, and
we use Go’s built-in RPC for communication between the
two. A further discussion of the transactional mechanisms
follows in Section 4.2.
Backend Service Our focus in this work is on the pro-
tocols necessary to maintain performance and POSIX-
compliant consisstency across a large number of dis-
tributed cloud function. For the purposes of this work we
provide a prototype backend implemented as a monolithic
server that maintains state in memory. The techniques for
building a scalable transactional backend service are well
documented (e.g., [1, 24, 74]) and we believe they can be
combined with this work in the future.
FaaSFS comprises 3,500 lines of C and 15,000 lines
of Go. We delve deeper into the implementation of our
caching and consistency protocols in the next section.
4.2 Caching and Transactional Consistency
We now turn to the transactional mechanisms imple-
mented in FaaSFS. The diagram in Figure 3 provides an
overview of the major components comprising it. As dis-
cussed in Section 3.2, we provide strict serializability with
an optimistic concurrency control implementation. At the
beginning of each transaction, the client communicates
with the server to obtain a filesystem-wide read timestamp
TR, which corresponds to the most recently committed
version of the file system. This introduces a round trip but
allows us to guarantee strict serializability. All reads must
be returned to the application as if they had been issued at
TR, unless the transaction itself has modified the state be-
ing read, in which case the effect of its operations must be
reflected. Each file is represented as a number of blocks,
each of which has an associated timestamp T reflecting
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the commit time of it last change.
Throughout the course of a transaction, the Transac-
tional Client at the Local Server maintains a read set R
and a write setW. Each read occuring during the course
of a transaction adds a record of the form (blocknum, TR)
to R. Similarly, writes record of the form (blocknum,
changed data) are added to W, where changed data is
of the form (offset, byte[]) and can represent a partial up-
date to the state of the block. Associated with each read
and write, we record an assertion on the length of the file,
which is discussed in more detail below.
At commit time, the Transactional Client of the Local
Server sends theR andW to the Backend Service, where
they are validated according to the rules of optimistic con-
currency control [20]. Each block B stored in the Back-
end Service has an associated write timestamp TBW . For
each record inR, the Backend Service verifies that TBW ≤
TR. If this verification fails for any block, then the trans-
action is aborted. When verification succeeds, the Back-
end obtains a commit timestamp TW from the Sequencer.
For each write recorded in W, it copies the pre-commit
state of the block to an Undo Log, then updates the block
to apply the transaction.
As a consequence of POSIX semantics, each file read
is also implicitly a read of the file length, as its result can
depend on two things other writes to the range of bytes
requested. First, it depends on any truncate operations
that specify a length less than the last byte requested. It
can also depend on writes that begin at an offset greater
than the last byte requested, because POSIX zero-fills files
that have gaps. The file length can change frequently, but
it typically grows more often than it shrinks. In FaaSFS,
operations inR also represent a predicate read on the file
length, i.e., an assertion of filelength >= lastbyteread.
Reads beginning beyond the end of the file return 0 bytes
and add the assertion filelength <= firstbyteread to
R, whereas only those reads limited by reaching the end
of file assert filelength = lastbyteread. The assertions,
are also validated at commit time.
There is a large design space and extensive previous
work on providing caching for distributed transactional
clients [31]. One limitation of the cloud functions envi-
ronment that FaaSFS must account for is that instances be-
come frozen between invocations, and their cached state
can only be updated once they are running again. The
Local Server typically contacts the Backend Service at
the beginning of a transaction, requesting a record of any
blocks that might have changed. In the simplest imple-
mentation, the Backend Service checks the transaction log
to see which blocks have changed since the Local Server
cache was last updated, then sends all of them over. This
does not scale, and our protocol allows it to instead send
either a block-level or a file-level invalidation, instead of
broadcasting the updated data. Additionally, FaaSFS al-
lows the Backend Service to do nothing at all to update a
cache, to leave it stale and rely on the commit mechanism
to abort any transaction that reads it. There is a large space
of possible policies that might be implemented with this
mechanism, a proper exploration of which is beyond the
scope of this paper. Our implementation includes a simple
frequency-based heuristic that sends commonly fetched
blocks and invalidates others.
Because of Local Server caches, the FaaSFS Backend
Service does not need to do very much work to operate as
a multiversioned database. In many cases, the lag in up-
dating caches means that multiversioning is possible with
no server interaction at all. When a client accesses a block
that is not found in cache, it sends its read timestamp TR
along with its request to fetch the block from the Back-
end Service, which subsequently uses the Undo Log to
retrieve an older version of the block.
5 Evaluation
5.1 Performance Characteristics
We begin our evaluation with a comparison of the per-
operation latency of common operations in FaaSFS,
which illustrates some consequences of our design. The
test loops over a sequence of operations on one file which
it opens, reads at a random location, writes at a random
location, syncs, and closes. In the case of FaaSFS, these
operations are wrapped in a transaction.
Figure 4 shows the resulting latencies for a block size
of 1 KB. In order to facilitate comparisons to NFS, which
is not available in AWS Lambda, we used a Docker image
designed to replicate the AWS Lambda environment, run-
ning it on an EC2 instance (c5.large instance type). Our
back-end server is a c5.9xlarge instance, for both NFS and
FaaSFS. All of our environments use a Linux 4.14 kernel
on both clients and servers.
The fastest operation is seek, which has a median la-
tency of about 520 ns for a local file system, 750 ns for
calls against an NFS target, and 1.6 µs for FaaSFS file
handles on EC2. Seek is a trivial operation, the perfor-
mance of which is dominated by system call overhead, or
in our case, by the latency of our IPC implementation. On
Lambda this latency increases to 1.9 µs.
Our implementation of FaaSFS also pays a latency
penalty on account of its IPC mechanism, which is slower
than a native system call. Ext4 and NFS pay a similar la-
tency cost for reading 1 KB, requiring 1.25 µs and 1.4 µs,
respectively, whereas our implementation of FaaSFS re-
quires 5.6 µs on EC2 and 7.6 µs on Lambda. When writ-
ing, Ext4 and NFS require 2.0 µs and 2.2 µs, whereas
FaaSFS takes 4.8 µs on EC2 and 6.2 µs on Lambda. Most
of the added latency in FaaSFS comes from our IPC mech-
anism, which must copy the data two times. Reads take
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Figure 4: Median latency measurements show the overheads of our implementation of FaaSFS and the difference in
remote access latencies.
slightly longer than writes because our implementation of
multiversion isolation incurs greater overheads on reads
than on writes.
We believe that an implementation of FaaSFS as a ker-
nel module could bring many of these overheads in line
with the other implementations. As discussed in Sec-
tion 3, our user-space approach is driven by a desire to
deploy FaaSFS in AWS Lambda and other cloud function
platforms commercially available today.
5.2 Filebench
To demonstrate the ability of FaaSFS to execute a variety
of simulated applications, we used the Filebench [72] test
suite. We ran six of the standard included “personalities”:
file server, network file server, mail server, video server,
web proxy, and web server. These classic workloads rep-
resent a variety of i/o patterns, and thus provide a flavor
for the diversity of applications that FaaSFS can support.
In adapting Filebench to the cloud functions setting, we
wrap each iteration of the workload in a transaction.
Figure 5 compares FaaSFS running on EC2 to NFS
with four concurrent Filebench clients. For each opera-
tion, we plot the difference in the time spent during one
iteration of the workload, then divide by the average itera-
tion duration in the NFS base case ((FaaSFS op time - NFS
op time)/(NFS all ops time)). This indicates how changes
in the speed of each operation impact overall benchmark
performance. In the last column we also show this overall
performance difference, which is the cumulative total of
the differences for each operation.
Our implementation of FaaSFS outperforms NFS in
some workloads, but lags it in others. For example in
the file server workload, FaaSFS gains significant advan-
tages from faster file open and close operations (Of and
Cf ), but pays a penalty when opening directories (Od),
beginning transactions (B), and committing (C). Overall
it is 61% slower. The web server workload, by contrast,
has wins and losses on the same operations, but overall
runs about 2.1x faster. This discrepancy is driven primar-
ily by the number of operations executed in each transac-
tion, which is 3x greater for the web server than it is for
the file server. The network file server gains a large advan-
tage in read operations (R), and an overall win in perfor-
mance, attributable to more effective caching in FaaSFS.
With the web proxy, by contrast, FaaSFS sees a disadvan-
tage for read operations (R), this time attributable to the
increased overhead of accessing cached data. For the mail
server, we note the reduction in time spent in sync opera-
tions (S), though this does not outweigh the cost of time
spent in begin (B) and commit (C). In the video server,
Filebench implements a per-client rate limit. Here we see
that the much of the time added in begin and commit gets
absorbed the rate limit (Z), so the overall performance im-
pact is minimal.
5.3 TPC-C with SQLite
When considering workloads that challenge FaaSFS, it is
hard to come up with something more demanding than
an OLTP database. We chose the TPC-C benchmark [9]
to explore the limits of what FaaSFS could achieve un-
der a contended, write-heavy workload with strict correct-
ness requirements. Whereas Filebench issues operations
without confirming that they do the right thing, a database
will quickly detect corruption if the underlying file system
does not live up to the POSIX guarantees.
We chose to run TPC-C on SQLite [6], a database
that runs as a library and persists its state in a file sys-
tem. SQLite is primarily designed for embedded envi-
ronments, and aims to meet high standards for efficiency
and management-free operation. The target environments
may have limited operating system facilities, e.g., they
may not support shared memory, and by default SQLite
communicates through the file system when coordinat-
ing among multiple processes. SQLite does only lim-
ited caching itself, relying heavily on caching in the un-
derlying file system to achieve good performance. Its
page cache is maintained on a per-session basis, and gets
cleared any time the database file changes. SQLite allows
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Figure 5: Filebench workload. Difference in average time elapsed between FaaSFS and NFS (lower is better).
Columns are (Of ) open file, (Cf ) close file, (R) read file, (W) write file, (Od) open directory, (Cd) close directory,
(S) fsync, (Z) rate limit, (B) begin, (C) commit, and (T) total overall.
Figure 6: TPC-C scaling. We compare FaaSFS to NFS
and consider two configurations, one in which caches are
updated eagerly for all files, and the other in which the
cache for each file is updated the first time the transaction
accesses it.
only one writer to access the database at a time, how-
ever it supports multiple readers. Readers may run con-
currently with one another, and concurrently with writ-
ers when multiversion concurrency control is enabled. In
most cases one can think of a SQLite database as a single
file, however SQLite allows an application to open multi-
ple such database files, and can perform transactions span-
ning them using a two phase commit protocol [35].
The TPC-C workload models the operation of a large
company with many regional warehouses and geographi-
cally distributed customers. The database serves queries
for customers inspecting stock and placing orders, as well
as for processing payments, and tracking deliveries. It is
a write-heavy workload, with about 70% of queries re-
sulting in a modification to the database. There is some
locality of reference, since 90% of orders are served en-
tirely from the customer’s regional warehouse, whereas
10% include one or more items from another warehouse.
This means when partitioned by warehouse, many queries
can complete locally.
In our configuration we use 64 warehouses, split across
64 SQLite database files, and a total database size of
756 MB. Figure 6 compares performance on NFS to
two configurations of FaaSFS. In the eager configuration
client caches receive updates for all changes to the file
system at the beginning of the transaction, whereas in the
lazy configuration FaaSFS updates cached data for each
file only when it is opened.
This experiment highlights both strengths and weak-
nesses of our approach: there is a significant improve-
ment over NFS, nearly 30x in some cases, however the
fraction of transactions aborted due to concurrent modifi-
cation rises rapidly. When there is only one client active
NFS and eager FaaSFS have comparable performance,
with 2,500 and 3,000 tpmC, respectively. With two clients
NFS performance is degraded by a factor of 10, as clients
must invalidate an entire cached file whenever any part
of it changes. FaaSFS, by contrast, ships sends changed
blocks rather than invalidating caches, and sees a 70% in-
crease in performance when going from one client to two.
The eager update policy in FaaSFS sends changes for all
files at the beginning of each transaction, whereas the lazy
update policy defers fetching changes until the file is ac-
cessed. While the eager policy improves throughout 2-
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3x it uses significant amounts of network bandwidth and
server resources. To ensure that back end capacity would
not be a bottleneck, we used a c5.18xlarge EC2 in-
stance.
While this experiment demonstrates the completeness
of our FaaSFS implementation and highlights some of
its scaling characteristics, we do not advocate running a
write-intensive application like that modeled by TPC-C
using the combination of SQLite and FaaSFS. One poten-
tial objection is that layering one transactional system on
top of another is bound to be inefficient, however SQLite
helpfully provides a mode that turns off all crash recov-
ery mechanisms. A more serious problem is that SQLite
maintains a sequence id that is updated with every trans-
action, so even though FaaSFS can elide locks it is unable
to support concurrent updates to a SQLite database file.
This represents false sharing, where transactions that oth-
erwise operate on disjoint sets of database blocks nonethe-
less contend for the one that records the database version.
We come back to how this might be addressed in Sec-
tion 7.
A back-of-the-envelope calculation suggests that the
cost of running TPC-C using Lambda and FaaSFS is com-
parable to that of server based implementations. Accord-
ing to published commercial benchmarks [10], the capital
cost of a database is approximately $1 USD per tpmC,
which works out to $0.60 per million transactions when
amortized over 3 years. By way of comparison, a cloud
function in AWS Lambda with 1 GB memory costs $0.001
per minute, which based on our experiments suggests a
cost of $1.00 per million transactions. Neither of these
represent an all-in cost. Cost figures for commercial sys-
tems leave out power and other data center costs, and as-
sume 100% utilization, whereas our FaaSFS estimate in-
cludes the cost of Lambda but not the cost of providing the
back end and storage. For suitable workloads, those that
are read-heavy and have limited write contention, running
an existing database like SQLite on top of FaaSFS could
be a practical solution. Interestingly, the SQLite authors
described it as “serverless database” before serverless was
used in the cloud context [7]. Perhaps FaaSFS can turn the
world’s most widely deployed embedded database into a
viable cloud database.
5.4 Full-stack application
In order to understand how FaaSFS performs in a full-
stack application we chose to evaluate it for running Mez-
zanine [5], a popular open source blogging platform writ-
ten in Python. Mezzanine is a web application adher-
ing to Python’s WSGI standard, and we were able to de-
ploy it to AWS Lambda using Zappa [12], an open source
project that packages traditional WSGI applications as
cloud functions. Zappa uses AWS API Gateway to make
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Figure 7: A blog application backed by FaaSFS on AWS
Lambda achieves serverless scaling, whereas a 2-server
configuration which may have ample capacity most of the
time does not scale to handle a load spike. In this exper-
iment, the number of clients increases over time, with a
target given by the gray line.
cloud functions accessible over the internet. The resulting
application, including libraries, is approximately 100 MB
uncompressed, 30 MB compressed. In addition to the ap-
plication payload, the cloud function includes a custom
runtime, provided as a Lambda layer, that is 134 MB un-
compressed, 62 MB compressed. We run Mezzanine in
its default storage configuration, which uses a SQLite [6]
database.
For comparison, we provisioned a cluster of two
m5.large EC2 instances, placing them behind an AWS
Application Load Balancer for load balancing, and con-
necting them to a shared AWS Aurora MySQL database.
Figure 7 shows a workload where a number of clients
repeatedly load the home page of the blog with a tar-
get rate of one request per second. To simulate remote
clients we run the load generator on AWS infrastructure
in a different region (approximately 90 ms round-trip net-
work latency). We ramp up the number of clients from 2
to 800, measuring service latency and throughput. While
the two servers are able to sustain 70 requests per second,
AWS Lambda with FaaSFS adds resources to meet much
greater demand, showing only brief latency spikes as it
provisions more resources. We were not able to identify
an impact to latency from making simple updates (adding
blog entries, posting comments).
At low load, average latency with servers is 122 ms
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Component Cost per million
Serverless
API Gateway $3.50
Lambda $5.21
Total $8.71
Servers
Load Balancer $0.12
2x EC2 m5.large $0.76
Total $0.88
Table 1: Pricing breakdown and comparison for blog ap-
plication. The per-request cost of serverless could be up
to 10x that of fully-loaded servers. As we dicsuss in sec-
tion 5.4, several factors are likely to reduce the difference
in practice.
whereas with Lambda it is 207 ms. We believe that this
is mostly caused by the overheads of API Gateway and
Lambda invocation. Note that as the service warms up it
gets faster: running 1,200 concurrent clients we average
7,200 requests/sec with a latency of 156 ms.
This test is designed to illustrate one compelling use
case for FaaSFS, making it possible to host a small web
site on a pay-per-use basis, so usually very little cost,
while maintaining the ability to reach large scale quickly
when needed.
Figure 1 shows a breakdown of the costs for the server-
less and server-based implementations. This makes it ap-
pear that serverless is 10x more expensive than servers,
but in practice this is unlikely to be the case. First, one
must maintain and pay for idle capacity on the servers,
both in case of failure and in case of load spikes. For
a two-server configuration, fault tolerance requires a 2x
over-provisioning, and intra-day peak-to-average skew
can add another 2x. The cost of serverless can also be
reduced by replacing API Gateway with an Application
Load Balancer, as used with EC2 (though this is presently
not supported by Zappa). We may be able to further re-
duce the cost of using FaaSFS on Lambda by optimizing
our IPC mechanism, which spins the CPU aggressively.
An alternative implementation might allow us to achieve
similar performance using cheaper functions configured
with less memory (high-memory includes high CPU in
Lambda).
6 Related Work
6.1 State in serverless computing
A number of research efforts have recognized that server-
less computing is a unique environment with state man-
agement needs that remain unmet. The Anna key-value
store focuses on the elastic scalability demands of a
serverless environment, demonstrating performance over
a wide range of scale, and automatic storage tiering that
adapts to application needs [80, 79]. Anna is extended by
Cloudburst [69], which adds a FaaS execution layer with
integrated caching of key-value store data. Pocket [47]
provides ephemeral storage for serverless analytics, fo-
cusing on efficient resource allocation for short time du-
rations, a challenge also studied by Locus [59]. AFT ad-
dresses provides an atomicity shim that sits between cloud
functions and cloud storage [68], which makes it easier
to achieve the idempotence that cloud functions require.
Serverless computing owes its popularity in part to com-
patibility with existing software ecosystems, and FaaSFS
is unique in adapting POSIX APIs to cloud functions.
6.2 Shared file systems
Shared file systems originated with NFS [61] and have
subsequently been subject to extensive research. A con-
sistent theme in this work has been achieving both con-
sistency and performance, with notable work including
Coda [40], Sprite [53], and V [34]. Ideas from this work
have found their way into into contemporary protocols,
including NFSv4 [37] and SMB [13], however these sys-
tems are still subject to the limitations discussed in Sec-
tion 2.2, as they fundamentally rely on locks, leases,
and write-through caching to provide consistency with
shared state. Variations on this theme occur in the high-
performance computing space, where Lustre [65] is pop-
ular, and incorporates intent based locks that allow write
back caching. Another category of shared file systems in-
cludes cluster file systems like GFS [58] and OCFS2 [29].
These file systems assume that all participants have ac-
cess shared block storage, but this makes them vulnerable
to misbehaving clients, and they are thus not candidates
for cloud storage. In the cloud context shared file system
research has focused on back end scalability, especially
for metadata, e.g., in Ceph [78], a well as extreme scale,
as in Google File System [32, 26], HDFS [67]. Delta
Lake [2] is a recent transactional shared file system de-
signed specifically for analytics workloads. However, it
does not offer POSIX semantics.
6.3 Transactional file systems
QuickSilver [64, 36] is perhaps the most direct predeces-
sor to FaaSFS. It provides operating system support for
distributed transactions. Similar to transactions transpar-
ently delineated by cloud function boundaries in FaaSFS,
QuickSilver creates a per-process default transaction if
none was specified explicitly. However, QuickSilver im-
plements blocking transactions rather than using opti-
mistic concurrency control, provides weaker isolation,
and does not implement client-side caching. It does not
explore any of the performance boosting elements of this
work.
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The Inversion file system [55] built on top of POST-
GRES [70] maps directory data and file blocks to rela-
tional tables, inheriting the isolation guarantees of the
underlying database. Its POSIX compatibility is limited
as it only implemented a small number of basic opera-
tions, while adding transactional extensions. Inversion
benefits from caching at the backend database server (via
the buffer pool), but it doesn’t incorporate any client-side
caching.
Various other efforts have sought to combine file sys-
tems and databases. Informix patented the idea of provid-
ing a file system API atop a database backend [17], and
since 2006 Microsoft has shipped TxF a non-shared and
now deprecated [11] transactional file system with Win-
dows. Transactional file system APIs designed to make
crash recovery simpler have been provided in AvdFS [75],
CFS [52], TxFS [41], and TxOS [57]. However these sys-
tems do not consider the distributed setting.
6.4 Local caching in transaction systems
A key challenge we encountered in FaaSFS is how state
makes its way to client caches. The database commu-
nity has studied this problem, especially in the context
of object databases, and a body of work has been sur-
veyed, compared, and categorized [31]. There are also
middle-tier caching accelerator implementations such as
Ganymed [56], which routes read transactions to replicas,
and MTCache [50], an extension to SQL Server, which
provides semantics equivalent to executing transactions
at the database server, but with the twin benefits of of-
floading work from the centralized system and lowering
latency. MTCache relies on materialized views, similar to
the approach used by TimesTen [49]. This work might
provide useful approaches to updating client caches in
FaaSFS. One notable recent system is Sundial [81], which
is particularly close in spirit to our work since it uses op-
timistic concurrency control and integrates this concur-
rency control mechanism with its caching mechanism, as
we do. Sundial promises improved concurrency, but more
work is needed to determine whether its approach can be
reconciled with the consistency needs of POSIX work-
loads.
7 Future Work
FaaSFS as implemented today is a prototype with a mono-
lithic in-memory back-end. This has been appropriate for
validating our design choices and testing them in the the
cloud functions environment, including caching, concur-
rent transaction conflict resolution, yet it remains a re-
search artifact. Future work can rely on proven tech-
niques for building scalable and distributed transactional
systems [24, 71, 1] to create a system that can deployed in
practice.
This work has focused on the mechanisms of optimistic
transactions, but leaves open a number of policy ques-
tions. Cache update policy is one area in which there
have been many proposals [31]. We are also interested
in exploring more optimal techniques for providing strict
serializability e.g., with loosely synchronized clocks [14].
The choice of consistency model is also open to ex-
ploration. While we chose to implement serializability
with external consistency, but some applications may run
correctly with weaker guarantees. The optimistic imple-
mentation of snapshot isolation [19] is similar to that for
serializability, and in some cases this might suffice. An
interesting question in this context is under what circum-
stances lower isolation still allows lock elision, which
is import for some applications, but which others might
choose to forego. Weak consistency models, including
eventual consistency methods [16, 66, 28, 23] offer an al-
ternative approach [21], and may offer a more appropriate
set of guarantees for some applications.
8 Conclusion
We report on our experience developing FaaSFS, a shared
file system designed specifically to meet the needs of
serverless applications. FaaSFS brings together the
widely-used POSIX filesystem API with the operational
and economic benefits of serverless computing. This
demonstrates the potential to broaden the scope of server-
less computing to encompass some of the most popular
applications in use today, and to welcome developers who
are used to a traditional file system API.
The design of FaaSFS exploits the fact that cloud
functions are finite in duration, with clear begin and
end points. This allows us to transparently use transac-
tion mechanisms to achieve consistency guarantees that
POSIX applications expect. Transactions also match the
cloud function model of reliability, in which function ex-
ecutions are the unit of fault tolerance. Atomic com-
mit, coupled with automatic retry of idempotent func-
tions, gives exactly-once semantics.
While transactional file systems traditionally pay a per-
formance penalty, we show that optimistic concurrency
control can make transactions perform well in the server-
less file system context. Our evaluation shows that the
performance of FaaSFS is usually comparable to that of
traditional file systems, and that our POSIX implementa-
tion is sufficiently complete and compliant to run a variety
of application benchmarks, as well as a full-stack web ap-
plication. We hope that FaaSFS will help open up server-
less computing to a broader range of applications.
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